Advanced
Marketing Automation
System
Powerful and Affordable, for Everyone...
- Drive More Leads & Convert Them
- Optimize Your Marketing
- Built-in Marketing Funnel Pages
- Built in CRM or Integrate Yours
- Blog in Minutes
- Social Media Posting Scheduler
and so much more...

“BroadMoar Automation Tool has provided us
with the tools to attract, capture, and convert
more leads through our website.” M Bell

Why You Need Our Marketing Automation System
Our Advanced Marketing Automation System gets
more leads into your marketing funnel and drives
relevant leads to sales.
Converting leads into sales is really what it is all
about. This system helps you close business by
sending exactly the right message at the exactly the
right time using powerful, behavior-based
communications.
Optimize your ad spend. Double down on what is
working and cut what does not. Our comprehensive
reports make it easy to track your ROI.
One of the key features is engaging leads at critical
points. Our powerful, easy-to-use visual workflow
builder simplifies marketing automation. Use
branching logic to engage leads at critical points in
their unique buying journeys.

Customizable buyer personas make targeted
messaging easy. Receive a list of each day’s hottest
leads right to your inbox, and act at just the right time
to convert them to sales.
Identify hot prospects with lead scoring based on
engagement, page tracking, fit, and more. Build your
funnel with powerful tools to convert leads into sales.
Use our built-in CRM to track opportunities from
creation to close with a bird’s eye view of your
pipeline. Create custom deal stages, fields, filters,
and more to manage your unique sales process. You
can always two-way sync data between our CRM or
yours.
Launch a blog in no time flat with a convenient blog
builder that allows you to manage and publish posts
with ease.
Plus many more features, talk to your advisor.

www.broadmoarconsulting.com

email : contact@broadmoarconsulting.com

Features and Integrated Tools
- Email Automation Marketing
- Dynamic Forms Built for Conversion
- Visual Workflow Prospect Tracking Reporting Tool
- Behavior-based tracking helps you understand what motivates each 'click'
- Built-in CRM or use the one you are currently using
- Landing Page Funnel Marketing
- Blog Builder Tool
- Powerful metrics create customized reports and make key decisions with accurate and
relevant data
- Full Integrated Social Media Management (Social Media Posting Scheduler)
- Multiple Device Tracking

Setup Fee & Monthly Management Fee
Start with as few as 5 Users

